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Donor Newsletters Work!
We’re very pleased to bring you another issue of
Donor Centric. The feedback we’ve received has been
encouraging, but we are not a team to rest on our laurels!
We want to always be improving this resource for you,
and so you will notice some changes to the format.
Our theme this month is YOUR newsletter — why you
should definitely be sending one out regularly to your
donors, and how you can improve it for maximum
impact.

The article below by Tom Ahern, a leading consultant in
the field of Donor Communications, outlines a proven

formula that has yielded great results for others, and can
for you also. Then take a look at a perfect example of the
formula in action: The Berkshire Natural Resource Council
(BRNC) newsletter (we’ve enclosed a copy for you). Tom
puts it under the microscope to show you why it works so
well.

One final thing. We’d love you to take advantage of our
next workshop coming up on August 26th (see page 4 for
more details).

The Proven Formula for Donor Newsletters
by Tom Ahern, of Ahern Donor Communications — www.aherncomm.com

I

n the 1990s, a Seattle fundraising shop called the
Domain Group took the garden-variety donor
newsletter, stripped it down to its components, and
began testing ... to see if they could come up with
something better. Sort of like rebuilding a hot rod.

Domain eventually developed a formula that made a donor
newsletter HIGHLY worth doing: some Domain clients
began raking in more gifts through their newsletters than
through their direct mail appeals.
Domain had its hot rod. Think about that a moment.
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Send in a #10 envelope, not as a self-mailer
Include a separate reply device

Don’t get distracted: be fully donor-committed. Send
only to your donors. You have to talk to a single target
audience
Make the voice personal (the word “you” dominates)
rather than institutional; get intimate

Focus on “accomplishment reporting” (tell donors how
much they have changed the world through their gifts)

How could a newsletter make more money than an appeal?
A newsletter isn’t an ask. Appeals make the ask.

Domain ... or the highway? Is the Domain Formula the only
way to go? Probably not. But it is, to my knowledge, the only
tested way to go.

Whereas a direct mail appeal almost always seems like
“duty calling” ... not to mention an intrusion, with the
intention of relieving my wallet of its burdens.

Donors want above all just one kind of information from
their charities, research shows.

Answer: A newsletter might well be more welcome than an
appeal. It can bring joy. It can bring fun. It can take the reader
on a journey (an Adrian Sargeant idea). It can flatter the reader
shamelessly, in all sorts of ways (deeply recommended).
What Domain achieved ... and then freely told the world
about ... was a remarkable feat. More money through
newsletters ... hmmmmm, I say, what a novel idea!?!

The Domain Formula demonstrated that newsletters
could produce significant revenue as well as good will. Key
features of the formula include:
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Page count: no more than 4 pages (in tests, adding more
pages did not produce more revenue)
Article length: short

Write for skimmers (i.e., requires professional quality
headlines)

Let’s return to the last ... and most important item ... on the
Domain Formula list: accomplishment reporting. [That was
Domain’s name for it. You call it what you want. The “You
Are Wonderful, Dear Donor Report” is the real name.]

Your donors humbly beg to know, “How much good did I
do? I sent you a gift. Did my charity make a difference? Am I
helping to do something important?”
Most charities never get around to talking about that in
their newsletters. The charities instead want to talk about
themselves.
You don’t need 16 pages to answer the donors’ only real
question. In fact, 16 pages tend to muffle the answer.
There’s just too much stuff to look at and consider.

(Used by permission)

BNRC’s Donor Newsletter Tags Every Base

We’ve enclosed a copy of the Spring issue of the Berkshire Natural Resource Council’s newsletter. Tom Ahern offers this
as a model of the winning formula for donor newsletters, and makes the following observations:

What Sets BNRC Apart?

Their newsletter is a perfect example of how they practice “XDC” ...
Extreme Donor-Centricity.

XDC goes beyond accepting that a donor focus will improve retention,
longevity and hence lifetime value, though it will do all of these thing.
XDC means your organization changes the way it typically talks ...
especially in high-visibility, high-visitation, high-impact locations such
as newsletter envelopes and headlines.
The BNRC donor newsletter comes in this seasonally-relevant envelope:

The writer/editor of the donor newsletter is BNRC president, Tad
Ames. Tad is an ex-newsman and Yale grad. And he not only drank the Kool-Aid on donor-centricity ... he stole the
pitcher, the glasses, and the tray they came on.

I have never seen a more thoroughly XDC newsletter than Tad’s latest issue. Yet BNRC is small and local. And Tad’s
a newbie to donor comms, not a 25-year vet. Headlines elephant-trumpet the donor’s role. Leads repeatedly and
gratefully remind ...

“your support …
your support …
		
your support ...”

Offers are easy to spot.
Most “readers” are skimmers. Making offers simple and visual will
increase your response rates. This “mark your calendar” ad looks like
a Wyeth painting ... apropos in an artsy, horsey vacation region where
upper-class second homes (and tastes) are massively influential.

BNRC’s Donor Newsletter Tags Every Base
(Continued from page 3)

“Drip-feed” your donors “mission
performance” information.

Offers should
eagerly invite donor
participation.

Just as BNRC does in this photo caption, in a
story about a pending land acquisition:

Dr. Adrian Sargeant’s
research identified seven
“loyalty factors” ... reasons
why donors stick with you
rather than finding some
more interesting charity
to give to. One of these
loyalty factors is “multiple
engagements.”i.e., the more
things that donors do, the
more loyal they remain to
your charity.

Painstakingly
make clear why
donor support is
indispensable.

Use a reply envelope/gift device
that doesn’t quit:

Tad puts a coupon box
around it! Coupon boxes
are magic wands. They are
an old-school newspaper
trick which reliably raises
your “readership” (the
people who pay attention to
something) 10-20%.

UPCOMING WORKSHOP
GRC Direct

4169 Bludau Drive
Warrenton, VA
P; 540.428.7000
F: 540.426.2000
E: info@grcdirect.com

www.GRCdirect.com

“Fall & End of Year Appeals”
AUGUST 26TH
9:30am - 1:30pm • Registration $15

HOW TO REGISTER?
Please visit www.grcdirect.com
or call 540.428.7000 and ask for Sherene
or email Sherene@grcdirect.com

September through December is a very important
time for fundraising. Get feedback on your current
Fall and/or EOY appeal. Find out what’s working for
your colleagues, and learn about the components that
should be included in your campaigns.

